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T
he self-assembly of monodisperse
inorganic nanoparticles into highly
ordered arrays (superlattices) consti-

tutes an inexpensive bottom-up approach
to materials and devices with new func-
tions.1�15 These functions are programma-
ble by varying the size, shape, and composi-
tion of the nanoparticles, as well as the
packing order of the assemblies.16 To
date, a variety of building blocks�including
metal, semiconductor, and magnetic nano-
particles;have been successfully used to
create superlattices with properties differ-
ent from those of the corresponding bulk
materials, dispersed constituents, or disor-
dered assemblies.6,8,9,11 The surface-capping
ligands play a crucial role “directing” self-
assembly in the formation of high-quality
superlattices.17,18 Recently, substantial ad-
vances have been made in the utilization
of DNA, alkyl, and polymer ligands to
rationally tailor interparticle potential by
Watson�Crick base-pairing, entropic, and
electrostatic forces.5 It is clear that control
over these nanoscale forces enables re-
searchers to program multicomponent
superlattices into a variety of crystalline
structures, because of the acquired liberty
in adjusting chemical composition, size,
and stoichiometry of the constituent nano-
particles.19�24 Notably, the ligand-based
self-assembly methods can be combined
with top-down lithographical techniques,
leading to an assortment of patterned
superlattice structures.6,7 Moreover, recently
developed methodologies even allow the
formation of large-scale, transferable, free-
standing superlattice sheets (or membranes),
representing a step toward the integration of
superlattices into practical devices.3,6,19,25�27

In contrast to the significant progress
achieved in the construction of superlat-
tices from nanospheres, much less success
has been reported for nonspherical building

blocks until recently.28�31 Previously, pris-
tine gold nanorods (GNRs) have been found
to form two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) superlattices on solid
substrates.1,32,33 Here, we report on the
synthesis of large-area, free-standing nano-
rod superlattice sheets using polymer as
ligands in a drying-mediated self-assembly
process at the air�water interface, which is
an extension of our previous success26 from
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ABSTRACT

The self-assembly of monodisperse inorganic nanoparticles into highly ordered arrays

(superlattices) represents an exciting route to materials and devices with new functions.

It allows programming their properties by varying the size, shape, and composition of the

nanoparticles, as well as the packing order of the assemblies. While substantial progress has

been achieved in the fabrication of superlattice materials made of nanospheres, limited

advances have been made in growing similar materials with anisotropic building blocks, which

is particularly true for free-standing two-dimensional superlattices. In this paper, we report

the controlled growth of free-standing, large-area, monolayered gold-nanorod superlattice

sheets by polymer ligands in an entropy-driven interfacial self-assembly process. Furthermore,

we experimentally characterize the plasmonic properties of horizontally aligned sheets

(H-sheets) and vertically aligned sheets (V-sheets) and show that observed features can be

well described using a theoretical model based on the discrete-dipole approximation. Our

polymer-ligand-based strategy may be extended to other anisotropic plasmonic building

blocks, offering a robust and inexpensive avenue to plasmonic nanosheets for various

applications in nanophotonic devices and sensors.

KEYWORDS: nanorods . self-assembly . superlattice sheets . polymer ligands .
plasmonics
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spheres to nanorods. Detailed structural characteriza-
tion demonstrates that GNRs can align either horizon-
tally into superlattice monolayer sheets (H-sheets) or
vertically into superlatticemonolayer sheets (V-sheets).
The two types of sheets exhibit distinct plasmonic
properties, as characterized by a microscope UV�
visible (UV�vis) spectrophotometer. By applying
discrete-dipole-approximation (DDA) modeling to de-
scribe the nanorod superlattices, we reveal the plas-
monic mechanisms behind their optical response. Our
polymer-ligand-based strategy may be extended to
free-standing superlattices made of other anisotropic
building blocks, thus serving as a promising general
approach to the synthesis of structurally well-defined
plasmonic nanosheets for various applications in nano-
photonic devices and sensors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polystyrene-capped gold nanorods (PS-GNRs) were
obtained using a two-step grafting procedure similar
to the one used for the spherical nanoparticles.26

At first, aqueous hexadecyltrimethylammonium bro-
mide-capped GNRs (CTAB-GNRs) were synthesized
using the well-established seed-mediated approach.34

Then, thiolated polystyrene ligands (Mn = 20 000 g/mol)
were introduced, which led to the replacement of the
weaker-binding CTAB molecules, rendering nanorods
hydrophobic and soluble only in organic media. The
PS-GNRs are highly stable and free of aggregation,
exhibiting two well-pronounced plasmon resonances

(Figure S1): (i) transverse surface plasmon resonance
(TSPR) and (ii) longitudinal surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR). The LSPR of PS-GNRs dispersed in chloroform is
red-shifted by about 30 nm with respect to the same
resonance of CTAB-GNRs in water, due to the increased
refractive index of the solution.35

To form GNR superlattices, a drop of 5 μL of
PS-GNR�chloroform solution was spread onto the water
surfacewith an area of∼10 cm2 at ambient temperature.
Immediately after that, the system was sealed by capp-
ing the beaker with a lid, in order to prevent rapid sol-
vent evaporation. Five minutes later, gold reflective
membranes float on the water subphase, indicative
of the complete solidification. Using a horizontal liftoff
technique, the membranes were transferred onto a
number of different substrates, including transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) grids, glass slides,
and silicon chips.
Comprehensive morphological characterization dem-

onstrates that PS-GNRs are self-assembled into super-
lattice monolayer sheets with either horizontally or
vertically aligned packing (i.e., H- or V-sheets). We
characterize a sample of coexisting H- and V-sheets
first using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
subsequently address the same area with an atomic
force microscope (AFM) to further prove the two
distinct packing orders. The corresponding SEM and
AFM images are shown in Figure 1a and b. Both
show that superlattice sheets are circular in shape,
with lateral sizes of a few micrometers, similar to the

Figure 1. (a) SEM images of circular H- and V-sheets of PS-GNRs self-assembled at the air�water interface and (b) the
corresponding AFM micrographs of the sheets on a silicon wafer. (c) Representative AFM height profile marked by the
horizontal line in panel (b). (d)�(f) Magnified SEM images of panel (a) reveal that both sheets are ordered, flat monolayers of
GNRs that are well-spaced by polystyrene ligands. The length, diameter, and aspect ratio of GNRs are L = 54.1( 5.7 nm, d =
21.2 ( 3.5 nm, L/d = 2.6 ( 0.4; the number average molecular weight and average length of ligands are 20 000 g/mol and
4.9 nm; the thicknesses of the H- and V-sheets are 31.3 ( 0.3 and 63.6 ( 2.1 nm.
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previously reported case of superlattices composed of
nanospheres.26 The AFM line-scan profile in Figure 1c
demonstrates that lighter domains in Figure 1b corre-
spond to V-sheets, whereas darker domains corre-
spond to H-sheets. The high-resolution SEM images
in Figure 1e and f show that GNRs are hexagonally
packed in V-sheets and form nematic phases in
H-sheets. In the V-sheets, the nanorods are often
aligned horizontally at the edge (Figure S2), which is
consistent with the previous observation by Weller
et al.36 From a set of AFM line-scan measurements,
the thicknesses of H- and V-sheets are estimated to be
31.3 ( 0.3 and 63.6 ( 2.1 nm, respectively. After
subtracting width and length of the nanorods, the
polystyrene brush heights at their sides and ends are
estimated to be about 5.0 and 4.7 nm, respectively.
The smaller brush height at the ends of GNRs is likely
due to the curvature effects.
We attribute the formation of GNR superlattices to

an entropy-driven self-assembly confined to the 2D
air�water interface. In a dilute solution of sufficiently
low GNR concentrations, the rods are free to take on
any possible orientations and positions to achieve
maximum entropy. However, both translational and
orientational freedoms of the rods are restricted when
their concentration increases as a result of chloroform
evaporation. In order to maximize the total entropy of
the system, the rods sacrifice some of their orienta-
tional freedom in exchange for increasing translation

freedom by aligning parallel to each other, thereby
minimizing the excluded volume and free energy.
The assembly pattern depends on the operating

temperature. At ambient temperatures, the majority
of the sheets are H-sheets. As the temperature or
annealing time under the chloroform atmosphere is
increased, the yield of V-sheets improves. This behavior
is similar to that reported previously for semiconductor
nanorods.18,36,37 For the same batch of PS-GNRs, pre-
dominantly H-sheets are obtained at 23 �C, whereas
the majority of V-sheets in the sample are obtained
after its two-hour aging at 60 �C in the chloroform
atmosphere (Figure S3). This could be explained by the
application of Tirado's model,38 which states that the
rotational and translation diffusion constants of cylin-
drical objects in the solution are proportional to the
ratio of temperature to shear viscosity. Since the shear
viscosity decreases with temperature, the diffusion
constants exhibit the same dependency. This effec-
tively gives the system more time to lower its free
energy to correct kinetically trapped disordered struc-
tures, reaching their most thermodynamically stable
state, associated with vertical alignment of GNRs.
Besides temperature, the packing order and quality

of the nanorod sheets are dependent on the length of
the polymer ligands. The softness argument17 predicts
that longer molecular ligands are needed to form
superlattices from larger nanoparticles. Consistent
with this argument, we observed a poor orderingwhen

Figure 2. Optical microscopy images and the corresponding TEM micrographs of free-standing, noncircular (a�c) H-sheets
and (d�f) V-sheets suspended on 57� 57 μm2 holey lacey carbon TEMgrids. In the (b) belt-shaped H-sheets and (e) irregular-
shaped V-sheet, PS-GNRs are aligned (c) horizontally and (f) vertically with respect to the TEM grid. The dimensions of GNRs
and parameters of ligands are the same as in Figure 1.
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shorter polystyrene ligands were used. For example,
for polystyrene ligands withMn = 12 000 g/mol, we did
not obtain ordered, uniform sheets, but observed
the formation of cracked, multistacked, and disor-
dered structures (Figure S4). This is because van der
Waals attraction forces outweigh the steric hin-
drance of ligands, leading to unbalanced interparticle
interaction.
In addition to circular H- and V-sheets, we also

observed other shapes, such as belts or irregular
shapes seen in Figure 2a�f. These sheets seem to be
developed from merging circular sheets due to local-
ized high lateral drying forces during the self-assembly
process. It is important to grow large, pure superlattice
sheets for optical studies. To grow large sheets, we
used a droplet-based interfacial self-assembly strategy
reported by Muggenburg et al.9 By spreading a
PS-GNR�chloroform solution across a water droplet
sitting on a holey substrate, we found that PS-GNRs
may self-assemble into superlattice sheets with lateral
dimensions of over 100 μm (see Figure 3). The forma-
tion of large sheets is likely due to the strong surface
tension of water, leading small sheets to merge into
large ones.
The degree of order for the large H-sheets can be

quantified using Hore's method39 by calculating the

orientational-order parameter

S2D ¼ 1
Nrod

∑
Nrod

j¼ 1
cos 2ϑj

where ϑj is the angle between the jth GNR and
the average orientation of GNRs in a region of radius
r around it, and Nrod is the total number of GNRs in that
region. In a large H-sheet of a few hundred micro-
meters in size, we randomly select three circular re-
gions for analysis, as shown in Figure 4a. For each
region, the 2D ordering parameters are calculated with
r = 0.05, 0.1, ..., 1.2 μm and plotted in Figure 4c.
Evidently, the ordering parameter has a weak depen-
dence on the scale of scrutiny with an average value
of about 45%. In some areas, like those shown in
Figure 4b, the superlattice sheets are folded and
partially attached to the holey substrate (Figure S5).
The ordering parameter in such areas is enhanced
compared to that in the fully attached sheets
(compare Figure 4d and c), which can be explained
by stress relaxation, a phenomenon observed pre-
viously for DNA�nanoparticle sheets.6

We further investigate the optical properties of
H- and V-sheets shown in Figure 5a and b with
the microscope UV�visible spectrophotometer. The

Figure 3. Large-scale structures of free-standing H-sheets fabricated upon evaporating water droplets sitting on holey
square carbon TEM grids: (a) optical-microscopy image and (b) the corresponding TEMmicrograph of the sheets exclusively
suspended over 7 � 7 μm2 microholes. Panels (c) and (d) show the magnified parts of the sheet in panel (b), consisting of
well-separated PS-GNRs throughout the entire hole. The dimensions of GNRs are L = 51.8 ( 8.8 nm, d = 16.5 ( 3.3 nm, and
L/d = 3.1 ( 0.4.
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resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5c andd. It is seen
that the spectrum of the H-sheet features two resonant
peaks (TSPR and LSPR), while only a single peak (TSPR)
is exhibited by the V-sheet, because longitudinal plas-
mons are not excited on the vertically aligned GNRs. In
both cases, the peaks are red-shifted with respect to
those of isolated PS-GNRs.
A deeper insight into the characteristics of the

PS-GNR sheets may be obtained through theoretical
modeling of their optical response. Even with the
availability of extensive computing resources, carrying
out light-scattering calculations for the entire super-
lattice is generally not feasible due to the exceptionally
high computational cost. Fortunately, owing to the
quasi-periodic nature of the GNR sheets, we may
employ efficient numerical techniques;such as DDA
or the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method;
developed for the calculation of scattering from peri-
odic systems.40,41 We chose the DDA method over the
FDTD method because of its computational efficiency
for calculating the scattering of light by particles with
irregular shapes.42,43

We first model optical behavior of a single GNR in a
chloroform solution, which corresponds to the situa-
tion where GNRs are spaced far apart and their inter-
action is negligible. Different orientation of GNRs with
respect to the excitation electric field results in two

plasmon resonances, while the size distribution of
GNRs leads to the inhomogeneous broadening of the
extinction spectrum. Consideration of these effects in
modeling enables us to adequately predict the shape
and position of the TSPR and LSPR in the experimental
spectrum (Figures S6 and S7). The interaction between
different GNRs cannot be ignored if they are closely
packed, as occurs in the sheets in Figures 1�5.
It depends on the distance between the GNRs and their
mutual orientations, the distribution of which gives rise
to further broadening of the plasmon resonances com-
pared to the resonances of noninteracting GNRs.
The optical response of a sheet with closely spaced

GNRs may be found by treating the sheet as a super-
position of periodic lattices with fixed GNR dimensions
and spacing. We calculate first the extinction spectra
for a set of such lattices with rectangular unit cells of
different sizes. The spectra of these lattices are then
averaged according to their weights, determined by
the size and space distributions of GNRs (Figures S8
and S9). In Figure 6a, we plot the thus calculated
extinction spectra for the H-sheet. It is seen that the
TSPR near 530 nm is correctly predicted by the DDA
method, while the 855 nm LSPR is estimated to be near
826 nm. The numerically obtained 530 nm peak is
weaker and less broadened than the experimental
one, which is mainly due to the employment of

Figure 4. TEMmicrographs of H-sheets (a) fully and (b) partially attached to holey square carbon TEM grids. (c and d) Plots of
2D orientational-order parameters versus the radius of the analyzed region. The dashed circles in panels (a) and (b) show the
regions of radii 1.25 and 0.5μmselected for calculating the orderingparameter. The parameters of PS-GNRs are the same as in
Figure 3.
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approximate size and space distributions for GNRs.
The effect of the nanorods' spacing on extinction is

illustrated by Figure 6b, where we plot extinction spec-
tra of four periodic latticesmade of constant-size GNRs.

Figure 5. TEMmicrographs of free-standing (a)H-sheet and (b) V-sheet and (c andd) the correspondingUV�vis spectroscopic
data. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the spectra of the sheets and dilute PS-GNR solution, respectively. The
parameters of PS-GNRs are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 6. Extinction spectra of (a) H-sheet and (c) V-sheet obtained experimentally (blue curves) and with the DDA method
(green curves). The spectra are normalized by their peak values. Theoretical extinction spectra of (b) four H-sheets with
different end-to-end spacing Le and side-by-side spacing Ls of GNRs and (d) two V-sheets of different Ls. In both cases, the
length L and diameter d of GNRs are fixed. Arrows indicate the trends of the resonances when Le and Ls are decreased.
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One can see that a decrease in the end-to-end spacing
Le of nanorods red-shifts the LSPR, while the blue-shift
of the same resonance occurs upon decreasing the
side-by-side nanorod spacing Ls. In contrast, the TSPR
position is predominantly affected by the change in Ls
and is almost insensitive to the variation of Le.
Figure 6c shows the numerically calculated extinc-

tion spectrum for a GNR V-sheet. Prediction of the
spectral position of TSPR by the DDA method is seen to
be reasonably accurate, with only a small deviation of the
peakposition from theexperimental one. Thedecrease in
Ls results in red-shifting andbroadening of the resonance
peak, as indicated by Figure 6d. The reason that the
theoretical spectrum in Figure 6c deviates from the
experimental onemay therefore be partially attributed
to the nanorods being located slightly closer to each
other than it was assumed in the simulations.

CONCLUSION

Wehave demonstrated a simple yet robust polymer-
ligand-based approach to assemble plasmonic gold
nanorods into two types of ordered superlattice sheets,
namely, H-sheets and V-sheets. Both sheets can be
controlled at the monolayer level with lateral dimen-
sions in the submillimeter scale. The nanosheets dis-
play distinct spectral features dependent on the
nanorod orientations, spacing, and size. These features

are explained by the difference in plasmon modes
excited on the sheets, which is confirmed through
DDA calculations. Plasmon hybridization theory44 pre-
dicts that plasmons on neighboring metallic nano-
structures interact, mix, and hybridize just like the
electronic wave functions of simple atomic and mo-
lecular orbitals. According to this theory, plasmonic
superlattice sheets are a new class of 2D optical
materials in which light can be engineered without
diffraction limit by exciting, directing, and manipulat-
ing plasmons. Such novel 2D opticalmaterials can have
a broad spectrum of technical applications. For exam-
ple, hot spots in the plasmonic superlattices may be
used for ultrasensitive Raman sensors in medical diag-
nosis; enhanced optical density of states near particle
surfaces can provide control over the color, direction-
ality, and polarization of light-emitting diodes; 2D
plasmonic sheets may also be used as efficient color
filters, waveguides, and light enhancers in solar cells.
Given the generality of the polymer-conjugation reac-
tions and interfacial self-assembly process employed in
our method, we believe our strategy possesses mod-
ularity, extendable to other anisotropic-nanoparticle
systems. This will potentially open a new route to
engineer free-standing plasmonic nanosheets for a
number of technical applications in optoelectronic
devices and sensors.

METHODS
Materials. Holey lacey/Formvar carbon, 300-mesh copper

grids were purchased from Ted Pella. Quantifoil holey carbon
films with 7� 7 μm2 square holes were purchased from Electron
Microscopy Sciences. A water bath (model: AquaBath) was pur-
chased from Thermo Fisher Scientific Australia. Gold(III) chloride
trihydrate (HAuCl4), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), silver nitrate (AgNO3), sodium borohydride (NaBH4), and
L-ascorbic acid were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Tetrahydro-
furan (THF) and chloroformwere obtained fromMerckKGaA. Thiol-
functionalized polystyrene (Mn = 12000 g/mol and Mn = 20000
g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.09) was purchased from Polymer Source Inc.

Synthesis of CTAB-GNRs. GNRs capped with CTAB were pre-
pared according to the well-established seed-mediated growth
method.34 At first, a seed solution was prepared by gently
stirring CTAB (5.0 mL, 0.2 M) and HAuCl4 (5.0 mL, 0.5 mM) at
low speed. Then, ice-cold NaBH4 (0.6mL, 0.01M)was added into
the mixture followed by a three-minute vigorous stirring. The
solution turned brownish-yellow immediately with the addi-
tion of NaBH4. The seed solution was then aged at 25 �C before
seeding to growth solution. Growth solution was prepared by
addingCTAB (5.0mL, 0.2M) intoAgNO3 solution (4mM), followed
byHAuCl4 (5.0mL, 1.0mM) and ascorbic acid (0.07mL, 0.0788M).
Addition of ascorbic acid changed the yellowish mixture to
colorless. To grow anisotropic CTAB-capped GNRs, 12 μL of
premade seed was added into the growth solution and aged at
30 �C for two hours. Gold nanorods with various initial mean
aspect ratios were synthesized by changing the amount of
AgNO3 ranging from 150 to 250 μL. The initial concentration of
GNRs was estimated through the correlation of the nanorod
aspect ratio to the plasmon band extinction coefficient.45

Synthesis of PS-GNRs. PS-GNRs were prepared following a
modified grafting approach.26,46,47 Typically, the as-prepared

CTAB-GNR solution was spun down to 30 μL, 55 nM by three
12min centrifugations at 12 krpm each. The concentrated CTAB-
GNR solution was then mixed with 1 mL of PS-SH-THF solution
(1.5mg/mL) under vigorous agitation. Themixturewas aged for a
day under room temperature to allow for a complete ligand
exchange reaction. High-quality PS-GNRs were then obtained
through a single 10 min centrifugation of the PS-GNR-THF solu-
tion at 10 krpm, followed by the resuspension in chloroform.

Fabrication of GNR Superlattice Sheets. In the fabrication of
H-sheets at air�water interfaces, a drop of 5 μL of PS-GNR-
chloroform solution (from about 20 to 60 nM) was put carefully
into a ∼10 cm2 glass beaker containing water at ambient
temperature. After the addition of PS-GNR-chloroform solution,
a lid was immediately placed on the beaker to prevent fluid
flows and rapid evaporation. The presence of reflective gold
floating films on the water subphase indicated the complete
solidification. Using a horizontal liftoff technique, the mono-
layers on the water subphase were transferred to TEM holey
lacey grids. To increase the yield of V-sheets, 5 μL of PS-GNR-
chloroform solution (about 57 nM) was inserted into a∼10 cm2

glass beaker containing water in a 60 �C water bath. Annealing
was performed in the enclosed water bath for two hours before
collecting the sample onto lacey TEM grids. Additionally, the
yield of V-sheets was enhanced by two hours of annealing in the
chloroform atmosphere at 60 �C. To form larger H-sheets, 0.5 μL
of PS-GNRs (about 66 nM) was carefully spread on a water
droplet sitting on quantifoil holey carbon filmwith square holes.
Before the addition of PS-GNRs, the layer of water droplet was
formed on the grids through vertically immersing the grid into
mili-Q water at ambient temperature.

Characterization of GNR Sheets. An Agilent 8453 UV�vis spec-
trophotometer was used to determine optical absorption spec-
tra of CTAB-GNRs in water and PS-GNRs in chloroform. A quartz
cuvette was used during the UV�vis measurement of PS-GNRs
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in chloroform. UV�vis spectra of free-standing GNR sheets were
obtained using a J&M MSP210 microscope spectrometry sys-
tem, while the films were illuminated by a high-intensity fiber
light source under a 40� objective. The spectra were acquired
based on sheets that were free-standing over the holes of the
lacey grids. Themorphologies of the sheets were determined by
Hitachi H-7500 field emission TEM operating at 80 kV, and FEI
Nova NanoSEM 430 field emission gun SEM operating at 5 kV.
The sheets were able to withstand high electron-beam irradia-
tion in high vacuumwithout deformation. Optical images of the
sheets were acquired by a Nikon Industrial bright field ECLIPSE
LV 100D microscope under transmission mode. AFM micro-
graphs were obtained through a Veeco Dimension Icon scan-
ning probe microscope at 25 �C in a tapping mode using
PointProbe-Plus ZEILR silicon probes (nanosensors). The sheets'
height profile was characterized using Gwyddion software. The
characterization of the GNRs' dimensions was conducted by an
image-analysis program, Image-Pro Plus version 6.2.

Numerical Modeling. To calculate the extinction spectrum of
GNR sheets,weuse theDDAcodeDDSCAT,whichwasmade freely
available by Draine and Flatau.48 The DDA method is based on
representing the scatterer by an assembly of point dipoles with
properly assigned isotropic polarizabilities.49,50 This representation
allows one to describe the scatterer's interaction with the electric
field of incident light by a set of coupled linear equations, whose
solutions yield the moments induced on the dipoles constituting
the scatterer. In the case of periodically arranged scatters, only
equations for the dipoles in the unit cell need to be solved.

Consider an aggregate of identical scatterers periodically
arranged in a 2D rectangular lattice, in which their positions are
determined by the vectors amn =muþ nv, wherem,n ∈ Z and u
and v are the primitive translation vectors of the lattice, which
are assumed to be nonparallel to each other. Let the scatterer in
the unit cell a00 be represented by the N dipoles pj

00 (j = 1, ..., N)
with polarizability R. The jth dipole located at the point char-
acterized by the radius vector rj is related to the local electrical
field strength Elocal(rj) at this point as

p00
j ¼ RElocal(rj) (1)

Suppose that the electrical field incident on this dipole is a plane
wave of the form E(rj) = E0 exp(ikrj), where k is the wave vector.
Then, the local field seen by the jth dipole is a superposition of
the incident field E(rj) and the field generated by all other
dipoles,

Elocal(rj) ¼ E0 exp(ikrj)þ ∑
N

l¼ 1
∑
þ¥

m¼� ¥
∑
þ¥

n¼� ¥
(1 � δjlδm0δn0)Amn

jl pmn
l

(2)

where δik is the Kronecker delta and elementsAjl
mnpl

mn represent
the electric field generated by a lth dipole constituting the
scatter in the cell characterized by the vector amn. Explicit ex-
pressions for Ajl

mn arewell known and can be found elsewhere.51

Substitution of eq 1 for eq 2 gives the following self-consistent
equations that need to be solved to find the electrical field
distribution in the lattice:

R�1p00
j � ∑

N

l¼ 1
∑
þ¥

m¼� ¥
∑
þ¥

n¼� ¥
(1 � δjlδm0δn0)Amn

jl pmn
l

¼ E0 exp(ikrj)

Owing to the periodicity of the lattice, pj
mn= pj

00 exp(ikamn), and
the above equation can be rewritten in terms of the dipoles of a
single scatterer. After that, the infinite sums may be truncated
by an appropriately converging function and the unknown
dipole moments may be calculated from the resulting set of
linear algebraic equations.42,52 The extinction cross section of
the system is finally given by

Cext ¼ 4πjk j
jE0j2 ∑

N

j¼ 1
Im[E�(rj)p00

j ]

In order to calculate the extinction spectra of PS-GNRs
dispersed in chloroform, we take into account both the

arbitrariness of the GNRs' orientation and randomness of light
polarization. This is accomplished in three stages. In the first
stage, we calculate the extinction of a single-standing PS-GNR
oriented either perpendicular or parallel to a linearly polarized
light beam. In the next stage, we take the average of the resulting
spectra with proper weights.53 The homogeneously broadened
extinction spectrumof the GNR ensemble is obtained in the third
stage, by averaging a set of the orientation- and polarization-
corrected spectra over the size distribution of GNRs (Figures S6
and S7). Since the mean distance between single-standing GNRs
is much larger than the thicknesses of the polystyrene coatings,
we neglect in this calculation the contribution of the polystyrene
to the background refractive index and assume it to be equal to
the refractive index of chloroform (n = 1.45).

It is well known that metals confined to nanovolumes fea-
ture high collision rates of free electrons due to the enhanced
surface scattering.54 Incorporation of this effect into the com-
putational model shows that additional broadening occurs
for both longitudinal and transverse resonances (Figure S6).
It also reveals that the surface scattering has little effect on the
positions of the plasmon resonances, thus enabling us to ignore
the size-dependent change in permittivity and carry out calcu-
lations using the permittivity of bulk gold.55 However, itmust be
noted that the surface scattering correction is typically required
for accurate prediction of the extinction peaks where the
characteristic size of GNRs is below 5 nm.53,54,56

To model the optical response of GNR sheets, we perform a
series of DDA calculations by considering different rectangular
lattices. The unit cell of a given lattice is comprised of a single
GNR, placed at the cell's center horizontally for the H-sheet and
vertically for the V-sheet. For the H-sheet, the translation vector
of the lattice is specified by the side-by-side and end-to-end
spacings of GNRs (Ls and Le) and the length and width of GNRs
(L andd). For the V-sheet it is specifiedby the parameters Ls and d.
To account for the unpolarized light in the experiment with the
H-sheet, two calculations are carried out for each set of param-
eters Ls, Le, L, and d, with the rectangular unit cell being aligned
perpendicular or parallel to the electric field of a linearly
polarized light beam; the results of these calculations are then
averaged with the weights of 1/3 and 2/3. Once the spectra are
determined for all sets of parameters, they are weighted by the
size and space distributions of GNRs to obtain the final spectrum
(Figure S8). A similar procedure is followed for the V-sheet,
except that only a single calculation is carried out for each pair
of the parameters Ls and d (Figure S9). In both H- and V-sheets,
the polystyrene coatings of different GNRs almost touch each
other. Therefore, we take the refractive index of polystyrene (n=
1.55) as the refractive index of the background medium.
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